Infectious agents and B cell tolerance breakdown.
The role of infectious agents in autoimmune diseases genesis is still a matter of debate. Several observations have suggested that autoimmune diseases may be initiated or worsened by infections (review by Kivity et al., 2009). However, there is no clear understanding of the underlying mechanisms. In particular, autoantibody production during infections could be the result of the non specific activation of “natural” autoreactive B cells that produce only low-affinity antibodies (Lacroix-Desmazes et al., 1998). A relevant hypothesis making the link between infections and autoimmune diseases could be the progressive genesis of more affine autoreactive B cells that could be involved in different pathogenic conditions. The major purpose of our work is therefore to study the breakdown of B cell tolerance and the ability for autoreactive B cells,especially low reactive B cells, to engage in an affinity maturation process during infections.We have created a new autoreactive B cell model allowing a relevant study of affinity maturation process. In this intermediate affinity SWHEL X HEL2x autoreactive model, knock-in B cells (Taki etal., 1993) express a B cell receptor highly specific for Hen-Egg Lysozyme (HEL) that recognizes HEL2x mutated auto-antigen with intermediate affinity (Phan et al., 2003; SWHEL model).Phenotypic analysis revealed that these autoreactive B cells are in a state of partial tolerance compared to the high affinity model (Phan et al., 2003; SWHEL X ML5 model) characterized by a strong anergy of HEL positive B cells.Experimental infections were performed with Borrelia burgdorferi, a Gram-negative spirochete,leading to sustained lymph nodes polyclonal B cell activation and hypergammaglobulinemia (Soulas et al., 2005). In SWHEL X HEL2x infected mice, in the presence of their auto-antigen,intermediate affinity autoreactive B cells are able to proliferate, to be activated, to enter into lymph nodes germinal centers and to produce IgM and IgG autoantibodies, although in low amounts.Moreover, IgG auto-antibodies in infected mice appear somatically mutated in the auto-antigen recognizing area. These data are consistent with a partial tolerance breakdown and the next experimental step will consist in checking the long-term survival of such activated autoreactive B cells and the impact of the observed mutations